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Sharp look for new homes on Mare Street, 
Hackney 
 

 
 
Architects, pH+, have been granted planning permission for a 
dramatically “serrated” mixed-use development in the London 
Borough of Hackney. 
 
The 467sqm Bayford Mews project is a high quality 
redevelopment of an existing two-storey workshop that has 
fallen into disrepair, within the Mare Street Conservation Area. 
The project is characterized by a series of sharply angled 
windows that allow more daylight into the homes and prevents 
overlooking, therefore protecting neighbours’ privacy. Rising to 
four stories the new building compromises three residential 
maisonettes above a commercial unit at ground level and in the 
basement.  
 
pH+’s design responds sensitively to the extreme proximity of 
the Mare Street properties. The eastern side of the building has 
been designed to guide views towards Bayford Street. This 
elevation is intentionally stark in reference to the austere 
appearance of nearby industrial buildings. In contrast with the 
blind gable end of the existing property on the site, the grey 
brick exterior of the new development will be punctuated by 
large full-height windows on all three storeys. Generously sized 
residential accommodation is accompanied by individual roof 
terraces for each occupant. 



 
Andy Puncher, pH+; “The considerate design contributes 
positively to both the character of the Mare Street 
Conservation Area and the streetscape of Bayford Street. The 
proposed use of traditional materials with contemporary 
detailing will be a sensitive response to the multifarious 
character of the local area.” 

The scheme is situated in the wider development of the area 
which pH+ has been involved with since 2013. 
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Notes to editors 
 
pH+ is a creative and client-focused architectural practice, 
specialising in producing site-specific designs that respond to 
physical and social demands, to maximize commercial and 
community value. Combining traditional architectural methods, 
such as hand drawings and iterative models, with bespoke 
feasibility studies, innovative design and extensive construction 
and delivery experience, we are well placed to work on projects 
at any scale. 
 
The + symbolises the relationship between us, our clients and 
collaborators, as well as the added value that we bring to every 
project. pH+ acts as a catalyst; challenging, interpreting, 
testing and evolving architectural responses until an essential 
solution is distilled. 
 
We welcome dialogue and encourage our clients to contribute to 
these explorations, ensuring the final formula provides as 
tailored a response as possible. Projects range from private 
houses to large residential schemes, from schools to temples, 
and cultural and civic buildings. 
 
http://phplusarchitects.com/  


